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ABSTRACT: The μ-1,2-peroxo dicopper(II) complex (2)
of a compartmental bis(tetradentate) pyrazolate-based
ligand is shown to convert, upon protonation, to the
corresponding μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) complex
(3). The transformation is cleanly reversed with base, and
an apparent pKa = 22.2 ± 0.3 for the Cu2OOH unit in
MeCN has been determined. The unprecedented stability
of 3 (t1/2 = 9 h in nitrile solvents at room temperature,
giving the hydroxo-bridged dicopper complex) has allowed
for its structural characterization by X-ray diffraction.
While the O−O bond length (1.462(3) Å) barely changes
upon protonation from 2 to 3, the O−O stretching
frequency is much higher in the hydroperoxo complex 3
(860 cm−1). 3 mediates 2e− oxo transfer to the
nucleophilic substrate PPh3 but is not activated for H-
atom abstraction.

Copper−dioxygen complexes are of considerable interest in
bioinorganic chemistry, since they provide a thorough

understanding of reactive intermediates that occur in the parent
enzymes’ copper active sites.1 This insight is beneficial also for
the rational design of homogeneous catalytic systems that can
mediate reactions beyond those originally accomplished by the
metalloproteins.2 In particular, the bioinspired use of molecular
oxygen for oxidation and oxygenation of C−H bonds has
become of fundamental importance for scenarios toward a more
sustainable generation of chemical feedstocks and fuels.3

Identifying the key metal (M)−dioxygen (O2) intermediates
and elucidating their (electronic) structures and functional
principles, including their protonation and redox events, are thus
important goals.
Compartmental pyrazolate/triazacyclononane (pz/tacn) hy-

brid ligands HLme and HLet have recently allowed for the
isolation of the first dicopper peroxo complex with a cis-μ-1,2
binding mode (1; Figure 1)4 and of an unprecedented trans-μ-

1,2-peroxo dicopper(II) complex (2) having a triplet ground
state.5 These dicopper/O2 intermediates represent snapshots of
the initial stages of the O2 binding trajectory in type III copper
proteins such as hemocyanin (Hc) and tyrosinase (Ty).6

Beneficial characteristics of the pz/tacn ligand scaffolds are the
high stability they impart to the bimetallic core and the high
degree of preorganization that allows for adjusting the M···M
separation, and hence for controlling the binding mode of
exogenous ligands (e.g., peroxide) within the bimetallic pocket.7

A unique feature in 1 was the side-on interaction of the bridging
peroxo with a sodium cation, both in solution and in the solid
state;4 interaction with Lewis acids such as Na+ surprisingly was
not observed for closely related 2. We have now investigated
whether 2 would react with the simplest and smallest Lewis acid,
H+. From the work of Karlin et al., it is known that trans-μ-1,2-
peroxo dicopper(II) complexes can transform, upon protona-
tion, to the corresponding 1,1-μ-hydroperoxo complexes;8 these
interesting species were found to have a rich substrate oxidative
chemistry.9 For some time, a Cu-bridging hydroperoxo was
suggested as a potential intermediate during O2 reduction at the
trinuclear active site of multicopper oxidases such as laccase,10

and, more recently, μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) species have
been implicated as crucial intermediates in the catalytic 2e−/2H+

and 4e−/4H+ reductions of O2 mediated by dinuclear copper
complexes.11 Protonation of trans-μ-1,2-peroxo dicopper(II)
species to give the μ-1,1-hydroperoxo congener was indeed
shown to represent a key step in the selective 2e− O2 reduction
process. However, protonation of dicopper peroxo complexes
has so far been found irreversible, and most of the reported
species suffer from thermal instability.12 Furthermore, there is a
distinct lack of crystallographic data for μ-1,1-hydroperoxo
dicopper complexes in the literature, since only one example can
be found, and in that case detailed structural analysis was
prevented by severe ligand disorder of the complex core.13 In this
Communication, making use of the pz/tacn ligand scaffold, we
now present the full characterization of a μ-1,1-hydroperoxo
dicopper(II) complex, including unambiguous determination of
its metric parameters, together with reversibility studies of
proton binding that allow for estimating the hydroperoxo pKa.
Dicopper(I) complex [LetCu2](BPh4) readily reacts withO2 to

form a deep purple solution. This O2 adduct was shown to be a μ-
1,2 dicopper(II) peroxo complex (2) with a Cu−O−O−Cu
torsion close to 90° induced by ligand design, representing the
first member of the dicopper(II) peroxo family with a triplet
ground state (see Figure 1).5 When 2 was reacted with 2,6-
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Figure 1. Previously described dicopper oxygen adducts 1 and 2 based
on pz/tacn scaffolds,4,5 with differences in the ligand systems Lme and Let

highlighted in yellow.
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lutidinium triflate (HLutOTf), the characteristic charge-transfer
(CT) absorption band of 2 at 506 nm (ε = 4800 M−1 cm−1)
disappeared, whereas a strong new absorption at 416 nm grew in,
with a clean isosbestic point at 453 nm (Figure 2). Trans-

formation was complete after 1 equiv of acid was added, and the
product 3 was stable in the presence of excess HLutOTf. Based
on the distinct optical transition8,9,12b and the observed
stoichiometry, the newly formed Cu2/O2 species 3 was assigned
to be a μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) complex. Its intense
absorption at 416 nm (ε = 5700 M−1 cm−1) with a weaker
shoulder at 373 nm (ε = 3300 M−1 cm−1) is typical for
hydroperoxo ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT), whereas
the weak and broad band at 605 nm (ε = 300 M−1 cm−1)
originates from a ligand field transition.12b The relatively high
intensity of the LMCT bands likely reflects significant covalency
between the hydroperoxo ligand and Cu(II), and the position of
the d−d transition indicates a roughly square-planar Cu(II)
coordination environment.14

The exceptional stability of 3 allowed for isolation of bulk
material. To this end the dicopper(I) complex, dissolved in
propionitrile, was first treated with O2 at ambient temperature to
obtain peroxo complex 2, followed by the addition of HLutOTf.
An immediate color change to dark green indicated hydroperoxo
formation. Single crystals of 3 were grown from propionitrile
solutions layered with diethyl ether between −20 and −30 °C
and were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Figure 3 shows a
pictorial representation of the cation of 3; atom distances and
bond angles can be found in the Supporting Information (SI),
Tables S2 and S3. As anticipated, the core structure of 3 consists
of two Cu(II) ions in a more or less distorted square-pyramidal
environment (τ = 0.397 and 0.035),15 hosted in the {N4} binding
pockets of the pz/tacn hybrid ligand and bridged by an end-on
bound hydroperoxo moiety.
Transformation of 2 to 3 requires a rearrangement of the μ-1,2

peroxo ligand to the μ-1,1 coordinationmode. Upon protonation
and rearrangement, the O−O bond length hardly changes
(1.460(2) Å in 2 vs 1.462(3) Å in 3), whereas the distance
between the Cu-atoms shrinks from 3.677 to 3.533 Å. As
observed in the previously reported pyrazolate-based dicopper-
(II)/O2 adducts 1 and 2,4,5 the Cu−N bonds to the anionic
pyrazolate and the Cu−O bonds are significantly shorter (<2.0
Å) than the Cu−N bonds involving the tacn macrocycle. The

local z-axes in 3 are rendered by the Cu1−N5 and the Cu2−N8
vectors, respectively, for which the longest bonds (2.303(3) and
2.340(3) Å) are indicative. The high quality of the XRD data
made it possible to locate the H-atom of the hydroperoxo moiety
in the electron density map. It points toward a triflate anion that
was found in close proximity to the complex core (d(O2···OOTf)
= 2.79 Å), suggesting the presence of a O−H···O hydrogen bond
that likely contributes to the high stability of 3. Indeed, the only
other example of a crystalline μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II)
complex also exhibits a H-bond, in that case to a close-by
dangling N-atom of the ligand.13 However, reliable assignment of
structural parameters in that previously reported dicopper
hydroperoxo complex was hampered by severe disorder in the
complex core. The hydroperoxo OOH plane in 3 is roughly
orthogonal to the Cu1−O−Cu2 plane (dihedral angle between
the OOH and CuOCu planes, 83.5°). This allows for efficient
interaction of the stabilized π*⊥, which is orthogonal to theOOH
plane and mostly localized on the Cu-bound Oα-atom of the
hydroperoxo unit, with the local Cu dx2−y2 orbitals (from DFT,
see SI, Figure S6).12b It should be noted that Cu−O covalency,
judged on the intensity of the (hydro)peroxo π*-to-Cu CT
bands, is low in 2 compared to trans-μ-1,2-dicopper(II) peroxo
complexes, but is similar in 2 and 3.
Rearrangement of the peroxo bridge on going from 2 to 3 is

also reflected in the magnetic ground state of the resulting
complexes. The Cu−O−O−Cu torsion angle found in 2 (104°)
caused the so far unique situation of ferromagnetic coupling
between the two Cu(II) centers and an S = 1 ground state
because of almost vanishing overlap of the magnetic orbitals.5 In
contrast, rearrangement of the μ-1,2-peroxo ligand to the μ-1,1
mode turns on strong superexchange between the Cu(II) ions,
mediated by the monoatomic end-on hydroperoxo bridge.
Hence, the ground state becomes a greatly stabilized singlet (S =
0) as the two Cu(II) ions are now strongly antiferromagnetically
coupled (J = −538 cm−1 based on SQUID data; see SI for
details).
Resonance Raman data of solutions of 3[16O2] and 3[

18O2] in
MeCN (excitation at 457 nm) revealed only one signal sensitive
to isotopic labeling, namely a peak at 860 cm−1 that shifted to 814
cm−1 when natural abundance O2 was exchanged against 18O2
(Δ16O2−18O2 = −46 cm−1; Figure 4). Similar values were found
in Raman measurements of solid material, though the peak for
the 16O−16O vibration was hidden by other resonances caused by
the BPh4

− anion (see SI for a detailed description). In contrast to
the O−O stretch, no peak originating from Cu−O vibrations
could be detected, whichmight be due to the poor signal-to-noise
ratio of the Raman spectrum below 600 cm−1. Although no

Figure 2. Stepwise protonation of the {Cu2O2} species 2 (red spectrum)
with HLutOTf at −20 °C in propionitrile (0.125 mM), monitored by
UV/vis absorption spectroscopy (1 cm path length). Changes in the
spectrum are indicated by black arrows; the asterisk marks the isosbestic
point at 453 nm. Inset: increase of the absorption at 416 nm depending
on the number of equivalents of HLuOTf added.

Figure 3. (A) Molecular structure of the cation of 3 with corresponding
partial labeling scheme; thermal displacement ellipsoids drawn at 50%.
BPh4

− counterions, H-atoms (except OOH), co-crystallized solvent
molecules, and isopropyl substituents at N4, N5, N7, and N8 have been
omitted for clarity. (B) Space-filling representation of the complete
cationic portion of 3, viewed from the front along the O−O axis.
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significant change in the O−O bond length was observed upon
protonation, the O−O stretching frequency in 2 is much lower at
803 cm−1. According to Badger’s rule, a similar bond length
indicates a similar force constant and is thus commonly
associated with similar frequencies for the respective bond
vibration.16 Apparently, this is not the case for peroxo complex 2
and its protonated congener 3. Previous work by Solomon et al.
on diiron and dicopper (hydro)peroxo complexes suggested
significant mechanical coupling between ν(Cu−O) and ν(O−
O) in this case, depending on the M−O−O angles.12b,17 For 3,
these angles are 114° and 120°, which would indeed lead to
mechanical coupling between both vibrations and thus explain
the unexpected shift of ν(O−O) to higher energy. From IR data
(SI, Figure S4), the OO−H vibration could be located at 3394
cm−1, shifting to 3383 cm−1 upon 18O2 substitution
(Δ16O2−18O2 = −11 cm−1), and to 2511 cm−1 in samples
crystallized in the presence of CH3OD. The observed
frequencies for all vibrations associated with the hydroperoxo
bridge are in good agreement with other reported examples of μ-
1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) complexes.8,9,12b It should also be
noted that the O−O stretching frequency of 3 is similar to that of
H2O2 (877 cm

−1).18

Protonation of 2 has also been studied by means of UV/vis
stopped-flow experiments to see whether short-lived intermedi-
ates of the protonation/rearrangement scenario, such as a side-
on protonated species akin to the Na+ complex 1 (Figure 1),
could be characterized. To this end, 1 equiv of HLutOTf was
rapidly mixed with 2 in propionitrile (SI, Figures S16 and S17).
However, even at the lowest temperature attainable with our
instrument (−75 °C), most of the {Cu2O2} species 2was already
converted into its protonated analogue 3 after 12 ms, and no
clean intermediate could be detected. From the data, an
approximate second-order rate constant of (5.8 ± 1.2) × 105

L·mol−1·s−1 at −75 °C could be derived for the peroxo-to-
hydroperoxo transformation.
Reversibility of the protonation and rearrangement was then

studied in more detail through back-titration experiments with
strong organic bases. Interestingly, addition of 1,8-diazabicyclo-
undec-7-ene (DBU; pKa = 24.3 in MeCN)19 to 3 indeed resulted
in the recovery of peroxo complex 2. Following the reaction by
UV/vis spectroscopy, it was found that ∼95% of the initial
absorption of 2 could be restored at −20 °C. This contrasts
previously reported μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) complexes,
for which no deprotonation could be observed without
decomposition. Various bases were then screened to determine
the apparent pKa of the hydroperoxo ligand in 3.20 1,1,3,3-
Tetramethylguanidine (TMG; pKa = 23.3 in MeCN)21 was
found to give a proper equilibrium, andmonitoring back-titration

with TMG by means of absorption spectroscopy gave an
apparent pKa = 22.2 ± 0.3 for 3 in MeCN according to mass
balance. Details on the fit, generic titration data, and plots to
derive pKa(3) can be found in the SI, Figures S11−S13.
Considering that the pKa of TMG in water (∼13) is ∼1 unit
higher than that of H2O2 (11.8), it can be estimated that the
Cu2OOH motif in 3 has an acidity roughly similar to that of
H2O2.
The μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) complex 3 proved

exceptionally stable, exhibiting a half-life time of ∼9 h in
EtCN, MeCN, or MeCN-d3 solutions at room temperature (see
Figure 5). Even an excess of acid did not lead to an increased

decay rate; i.e., release of H2O2 under these conditions does not
occur. The yellow-greenish solution of 3 gradually turns light
blue upon standing, but in contrast to other reported examples of
dicopper(II) hydroperoxo complexes,8a,c,9a,12a,13,22 no self-
oxidized ligand fragments or products from solvent oxidation
could be detected. In this case, the only decay product isolated so
far was shown to be the hydroxo-bridged [LetCu2(OH)](BPh4)2
(4, together with its triflate analogue), which was also observed in
the thermal decay of 2, based on X-ray crystallography, ESI-MS
data, and UV/vis features (λmax = 356 nm for LMCT, λmax = 613
nm for d−d transition).5 In contrast to other reported examples
of μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) complexes, 3 could not be
regenerated when H2O2 (aqueous solution or urea adduct in
MeCN) was added to solutions of hydroxo complex 4.
Furthermore, the actual decay mechanism of 3 to 4 might be
complex, as apparent from the time trace of the band at 416 nm
(Figure 5, inset), since no simple exponential decay could be
used to fit the experimental curve. The reaction sequence of the
system [LetCu2]

+/O2 is summarized in Scheme 1.

Figure 4. Resonance Raman spectra of 3 (BPh4
− as counterion) at room

temperature in acetonitrile (natural abundance O2 in blue,
18O2 labeled

in red); excitation wavelength, 457 nm.

Figure 5. Thermal decay of 3 in EtCN (red line), followed
spectrophotometrically at room temperature. Arrows indicate develop-
ment of the bands. Inset: time trace for the absorption at 416 nm over
the course of 35 h.

Scheme 1. Reaction Sequence of Dinuclear Copper Complex
[LetCu2]

+ with Dioxygen
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Substrate oxidation ability was tested with in situ generated 3.
Whereas 1,4-cyclohexadiene or thioanisole did not lead to any
significant increase in decay of 3 at room temperature, PPh3
addition caused a faster depletion of characteristic UV/vis
absorptions (see SI, Figure S14) compared to self-decay. Hence,
this reaction was investigated more thoroughly bymixing of PPh3
with crystalline 3 under inert conditions. 1H and 31P NMR
revealed triphenylphoshine oxide as the oxo transfer product,
with an approximate yield of (94 ± 5)%, whereas the UV/vis
spectrum showed characteristic absorptions of hydroxo-bridged
compound 4. These results are in line with previous findings that
μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) complexes are electrophilic and
are capable of 2e− oxo transfer to readily oxidizable nucleophilic
substrates such as PPh3 but not activated for 1e− oxidations via
H-atom abstraction because of the high O−O bond
strength.12b,17b The reactivity of 3 may be further restricted by
the limited accessibility of the hydroperoxo group, which is
sterically shielded by the ligand scaffold, as evident from the
space-filling model shown in Figure 2. This might also be the
cause for the observed acid stability of 4.
In summary, we were able to isolate a μ-1,1-hydroperoxo

dicopper(II) complex that shows remarkable stability at ambient
temperatures. This allowed for its comprehensive character-
ization, including its structure determination by XRD. Stopped-
flow analysis showed the transformation of the μ-1,2-peroxo to
the μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II) complex upon protonation
to be very fast, without detectable intermediate. Unprecedented
reversibility of the protonation/deprotonation induced trans-
formation was observed, and an apparent pKa = 22.2± 0.3 for the
Cu2OOHunit inMeCN derived, showing that the acidities of the
Cu2OOH unit and H2O2 are similar. Because of its stability, 3 is a
sluggish oxygen-atom-transfer reagent, and its reaction with PPh3
is relatively slow. The new μ-1,1-hydroperoxo dicopper(II)
complex 3 represents the first of its kind for which metric
parameters could be unambiguously determined and compared
with parameters of its corresponding base, the unprotonated
parent peroxo congener. Interconversions between, and
equilibria of, different Cu2/O2 species are emerging as an
intriguing scenario for switching between various types of
reactivity of these important intermediates,23 and proton (or
pH)-induced interconversions should be of particular biological
relevance.
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